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PREFACE

My book, ‘Methodology of English Teaching’ is an outcome of
my long time and varied experience of teaching English method in the
Secondary College of Education, Parel Centre and also in the
Yashwantrao Chauhan Mukta Vidyapeeth, Maharashtra. The book is
written essentially for the B.Ed. course students who take up English, as
an optional subject in their training period. I think that there is an acute
need for writing a book on the English Method as the books available in
the market have some shortcomings of this type or that. To avoid all
these things, I aimed to write this book.

Methodology means science of the method or the wisdom of the
method. This science generally consists of maxims, principles, devices,
approaches and old plus modern methods of teaching English. It also
includes qualities of a good textbook, and a good English teacher and
discussions on lesson plans, year plans, tests and examinations. I have
covered all these topics in my book.

I have observed more often than not that our pupil teachers are not
taught simple primary things such as presenting a roll-up board or a
chart to pupils. I have accumulated many such points to make our pupil-
teachers acquire new knowledge of such things. I have included it in
Chapter Eight before the discussion on the lesson plan.

Lesson plan is the real heart of any training college. But I have
found that over years our teacher-educators fail to make a wise use of
the methodology in the lesson plan. Our lesson plans have become big
hollows or big vacuums due to this. I have prepared a lesson plan, which
makes reference to the principles, maxims and devices to be used in
Herbartian steps. I have drawn some lesson notes, which will guide our
pupil-teachers for teaching grammar and compositions.

I hope that this book will guide the teacher educators and pupil-
teachers to make their plans a sheer success. I am thankful to them who
extended their helping hand in the preparation of this book.

20, Suyash –– Mrs. M.M. HALBE
Bandra.
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LANGUAGE AND INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

Importance of Language
Language is man-made. It is a valuable possession of man. Man

uses language from dawn to dust. Language is everywhere. It permeates
our thoughts and feelings. Man satisfies his daily needs with the general
give and take of ideas through language. Man has devised and
developed this strongest weapon, for his day-to-day communication.

A person, whether literate or illiterate, has to learn at least one of
the languages in the world for easy-going of his daily life. Man’s very
life is wrapped up and surrounded by language. Every normal person
has a capacity for learning a language. Even abnormal children have
also a capability for acquiring language. Deaf and dumb children also
learn language. Blind and deaf persons like Hellen Keller show an
unimaginable ability for learning language.

LANGUAGE AND INTELLECTUAL LIFE
Robert L. Hall Jr. (Introductory Linguistics) holds the view that

man’s intellectual life is related to philosophy, psychology, sciences,
literature (literacy criticism included), nature of language and grammar.
Ronald W. Langakar more or less holds the same view that man’s
intellectual life is relevant to philosophy, psychology, the nature of
language, linguistics, grammar and child’s language acquisition etc.

Now, we shall discuss language and intellectual life in detail.

CHAPTER

Language and Intellectual
Development1



1. Language and Philosophy
Insights about language are of immense intellectual significance

with other disciplines. Language and philosophy are intellectually
related to each other for centuries together. Philosophers are greatly
concerned with language as it is a vehicle of thought, which is the
subject matter of philosophy.

(1) Philosophy is a method of discovering truths that are eternal,
imperishable and permanent.

(i) Ekj.ka Izkdf̀Rk% ’kjhfj.kke

(ii) tkrL; fg /kzqoks eR̀;q/kZoa tUeks erL; p |
Those who are born will surely die and those who are dead will

surely take birth are such permanent truths discovered by our holy
Bhagvadgita. The edge of the instrument of language becomes sharp and
acquires scientific character with the discussion of philosophical truths.

(2) There is a long-standing and tumultuous debate from the time
of Plato among rationalists and empiricists. Rationalists claim that
language learning is innate while empiricists think that language
learning is experiential. Empiricists think that a man is born with a blank
slate. He learns by imitation. Language is learnt not by genetic
inheritance but by experience only. Man finds out truths from
experiences he gets.

(3) Philosophy presents its view on ethics (moral principles),
epistemology (knowledge) and metaphysics, i.e., the theories of the
world.

Ethics is a bundle of moral principles, which are values of life. For
realising these principles, man must have a body of knowledge. What
type of knowledge man must have, for materialising ethics is a prominent
question before philosophers. Here comes culture, and history for our
assistance. Idealism, naturalism, realism and pragmatism are the different
theories about the world, put forth by metaphysics. These theories are
responsible for producing different methods of teaching.

(4) Language is an instrument of philosophical analysis. This
instrument makes man’s intellectual life rich and intelligible. Human
languages are viable as the media of philosophical enquiry and theory.

(5) Philosophy always propounds logical thinking. Language
accepts that thinking which is based upon Aristotle’s deductive and
inductive reasoning. Logic is at the base of language. Language always
discards contradictory sentences such as:



(i) My unmarried sister is married to a bachelor.
(ii) He ate the cake and had it too.

(iii) The oak tree produced lily flowers.
(iv) He died tomorrow.

In this way, logic controls thought. It is a check on thought.
(6) Language is an activity. All its activities, i.e., understanding,

speaking, reading and writing are controlled by brain. Language,
therefore, has become an intellectual activity. Language is an abstract
thinking. Man thinks in abstract ideas such as cleverness, honesty,
wisdom etc. which cannot be touched, seen or shown. They are only felt
because of the intellect a man possesses.

2. Language and Psychology
(1) Psychology is called ‘mental philosophy’. Language is relevant

to psychology in a number of ways. As language is considered to be a
mental phenomenon, its study is taken to be a branch of psychology.
Psychology discusses different thought processes such as reflective
thinking, critical thinking, problem solving and reasoning. Language
uses these processes and makes man intellectually sound.

(2) Concept formation is the prominent subject matter of Psychology.
Language is full of different concepts. Concepts are generalised ideas of
things, objects and activities that take place in the great universe around
man. Man is a thinking animal. Intellect is the thinking capacity of man.
On the basis of his intellect, man grasps ideas and generalises them into
concepts. He names those concepts with different words. Words represent
concepts. They designate the things he knows. Language gets enriched
with words with the growth of man’s intelligence, civilisation and culture.
The acquisition of various concepts is really a matter of intelligence, and
intellect. Aristotle is able to distribute words in three categories, namely:
(i) things or substances, (ii) actions or verbs and (iii) properties or
adjectives. Thus, words represent ideas and grammar links those ideas in
shorter and longer forms for communication. Language becomes an
expression of thought as it deals with abstract ideas.

(3) Psychology aims at personality development. It observes how a
child’s personality unfolds into petals and petals into flowers.
Personality is the sum total of natural endowment plus man’s individual
achievements. A child inherits intelligence from its parents. Psychology
has searched out some psychological methods for testing a child’s
intelligence.





(4) Psychology studies emotional intelligence also. Emotional
intelligence is nothing but steadfast intelligence which receives joys and
sorrows, pains and pleasures, loss and gain equally. Emotionally
intelligent person controls his emotions. He does not feel affection for
anything when he finds good or bad. He neither rejoices, nor hates. His
wisdom is firmly set.

All our sants or saints, our Dnyaneshwar Mauli are emotionally
intelligent people. Psychology in this way is related to intellectual
development.

3. Sciences
Philosophy is the queen of all sciences. Different subjects, i.e.,

disciplines in the world have taken inspiration and have exploited the
principles discovered by philosophy. When the sciences came up of age,
they separated themselves from their mother to capture the wide
horizons of knowledge.

Sciences fall into three categories: natural, social and empirical.
Physics, chemistry are natural sciences, while history, sociology, law,
geography, civics, anthropology and educational psychology are some
of the social sciences. Economics, politics and astrology are some of the
empirical sciences.

These sciences adopt the scientific method of problem solving. The
method goes on as:

(i) Selection of the problem.
(ii) Making hypothesis, i.e., possible clue for solving that

problem.
(iii) Collection of the data or raw material.
(iv) Tabulation and classification of the data.
(v) Verification of the data.

(vi) Conclusions with the help of statistics if possible.
This is also a research method which opens up new vistas of

knowledge and information for us. This method teaches us how our
inferences should be based upon logical thinking as well as on
convergent and divergent thinking. This is the prominent contribution
these sciences have made to the intellectual development of man.

Social sciences cannot reach the accuracy which is sought by
natural sciences. Yet they try to find out principles useful for social



progress and growth. An adoption of scientific method is a great help to
intellect. Cultural Anthropology is one of the social sciences that
provides food for intellect.

4. Literature and Literary Criticism
Literature is the manifestation of man’s intellect. It is a mirror

raised to reflect man’s thoughts, feelings, emotions, his expectations,
aspirations and cherished goals for which he lives or sacrifices his life.
Literature is akin to psychology which is called mental philosophy.

Language is the medium of literature which is the display of man’s
versatile intellect and emotional intelligence. Man’s emotional
intelligence makes him take imaginative flights in azure skies over the
blue seas. Our poets make us escape from life into life. Due to emotional
intelligence, they bring moments of rapturous ecstasy and ripples of
joyful smiles for us. At one hand, they control emotions and at the other
they give outlet to their emotions in poems.

Literary criticism furnishes food for our intellect and intelligence.
At first, the critic has to find out the literary form in which the work of
art is written. Whether it is a novel, a story, a drama, or an epic poem, a
lyric, a ballad, an elegy, or a sonnet is to be searched out by the critic.

After that, the critic analyses the style of writing. Whether the
author has used an idiolect or the register or the standard language is of
paramount importance for the critic. The critic also sees how many
borrowed words the author has used in the book. In the same way, he
has to make endeavours for seeking out the diction, the figures of speech,
the tone and intonation of the work of art.

If he has to study poetry, the critic has to find out the meter of the
verse if it is trochee or iamb or anapaest etc. For measuring the verse
length, he has to see the number of accented and unaccented syllables,
loudness, intensity, duration and stress etc.

This literary criticism gives a disciplined exercise to intellect.

5. Nature of Language
Human race is usually referred to as a “man capable of wisdom.”

Man is the only living creature who has developed such a refined system
of communication. Other animals, birds and insects send out some
messages by making certain sounds and bodily movements.
Chimpanzees have been taught to express rather complex thoughts
combining gestures or other visual symbols to form sentences like



messages. But non-human communication systems are strikingly
rudimentary whereas human language is greatly intricate and complex.
As man is an intelligent animal, he learns all the complexities and
intricacies of language. Language learning is itself an intellectual
activity. Human language is unique because it has such characteristics as
are not shared by any other communicative system.

Characteristics of Language
(i) The structure of language is dual: Every language has

significant units of sound, i.e., phonemes and on the another
level significant units of form, i.e., morphemes. Thus, the
structure of language is dual.

(ii) Language is learned: Language is a form of behaviour
which can be mastered through learning. Language is not an
innate thing born with the child from his birth. But it is an
acquired thing – acquired through learning. A small baby
knows nothing of language in the beginning. Its mind is just
like a blank slate. But the baby learns language gradually. In
the first month, its language is that of crying in the state of
distress and that of making gurgling sounds in the state of
delight.
In the third month, the baby enters the second stage of
language learning: babbling. The baby makes isolated
sounds as ba - ba; da - da etc. This stage lasts for at least
eight or nine months. By the age of six, the child learns all
the sounds of his language and grammatical constructions.
The child’s brain grows fully at that time. It can control all
language activities.

(iii) Language is a system: A system is a complex whole having
numerous parts, each of which has to do a separate function
but all of them work together for achieving certain definite
goal. Language is that complex whole which is analysed at
four levels: phonology, morphology, syntax and semantics.
These four levels work together to achieve a goal, i.e.,
communication.

(iv) Language is productive: Productivity of human language is
meant to be the ability to construct and understand an
indefinitely large number of sentences in our native
language. We understand sentences which we have never



heard before and construct sentences which none had done
before. In this way, human language is combined to produce
new utterances without any conscious application of
grammatical rules. “Productivity of language, manifests
man’s intellect and intelligence.”

(v) The system of language is arbitrary: There is no inherent
connection between words and their meanings. Words
represent ideas and not things. A certain animal is called
horse in English and ghoda in Hindi. But there is no relation
or similarity between these words or the pictures they refer
to.

(vi) Language is a system of symbols: Language symbols are
both vocal and written. The spoken form of a word is a vocal
symbol and written form of a word is a written symbol.
Words are nothing but symbols. We are able to understand
meanings through symbols due to intellect we possess.

(vii) Language changes: A language is never a static entity. It
keeps on growing and changing. Although the changes in
language come slowly, we cannot say that what is true of a
language today, was true of it yesterday and will be true of it
tomorrow. Language undergoes changes in pronunciation, in
spelling, in sentence structures etc.
For example: Old English: Breten is gar-secges, i.e., gland
that was geogear Albdon haten.
Modern English: Britain is an island of the sea that was
formerly called Albion.
Only a couple of centuries earlier the word ‘diverse’ was
written as ‘diurse’, and ‘said’ as ‘sayd’.
English phonetics was so imperfect that the name,
Shakespeare was spelt as many as four different ways. The
bard himself has given peculiar variety of his name. He in his
own will has written William Shakespeare and William
Shakspir.

(viii) Language is based upon common cultural experience:
Words gain meaning through convention, i.e., culture. Every
country, community, tribe or race has different cultures. That
is why we fail to get equivalent words in the other languages.

An acquisition of these characteristics of language is an intellectual



exercise. A child acquires these characteristics without schooling or any
special learning. If man acquires these characteristics of one language
with mastery, he can aspire to study 3000 or 6000 languages of the
world. No matter whatever the number is.

6. Linguistics
Linguistics is the study of languages. Linguistics has various

branches: Descriptive linguistics; Historical linguistics, Anthropological
linguistics, Psycho linguistics, Socio linguistics, Phonetics and Applied
linguistics. The study of all these branches is an excellent intellectual
exercise. Linguistics studies phonology; morphology; syntax; semantics
and makes language as the finest instrument of expression.

All of us know that the linguistic tradition developed in India was
unknown to the western world till nineteenth century. But when the
western people got acquainted with that tradition, they began to analyse
not only their own languages but the languages of the other countries
and even known and unknown languages of the tribals also. Some of the
languages had only spoken form and no written form at all. Linguists
gave those languages a written form and tried to prepare a grammar for
them. On the basis of all these studies, linguists were able to group
languages into families. The most famous family is the Indo-European
family of languages. Secondly, they discovered that there is some
relationship in-between and among languages. They encountered some
universals, i.e., some common features for all the languages. Universals
are common elements like nouns, pronouns, verbs, derivatives,
inflection etc. With universals, they found out certain universal
tendencies such as borrowing or some genetic relationships etc.
Discovery of relationships among languages and study of their historical
development are the products of great human intelligence.

7. Language and Grammar
Grammar plays an important role in intellectual development.

Traditional grammar was prescriptive whereas modern grammar is
descriptive. The grammatical description is supposed to tell us how
language arranges its smaller forms, namely, words, prefixes, suffixes,
stresses intonation and the like within its larger forms such as phrases,
clauses and sentences.

Panini was the great grammarian ever known to the world –
;su /kkSrk fxj % iaqlka fueZys% ’kCnokfjfHk% |
ReJKkuta fHkUua rLeS Jhikf.ku;s ue% ||



[I bow to Panini who washed out men’s tongue (language) with
pure water of words and who destroyed darkness produced through
ignorance.]

Panini at first distributed seas of words in three parts. He wrote
Ashtadhyayi, which is an exuberance of intelligence.

Grammar plays a prominent role in the intellectual development of
man. Intellectual development means development of cognitive domain
that consists of six categories, namely, knowledge, comprehension,
application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation. Grammar is an aid to
these six categories:

(a) Knowledge: In this class, pupils learn terms, facts, rules,
principles, methods, patterns structures, etc.

(b) Comprehension: In grammar, a pupil studies comprehension
passages and his understanding is tested through answers to
questions.

(c) Application: A pupil applies rules to new situations and
solves problems. For example:
The Rule: The infinitive with or without adjuncts may be
used in the place of a noun. A student can apply this rule in
his construction of sentences as:

(i) To err is human.
(ii) To reign is worth ambition.
(iii) To find fault is easy.

He can use this rule in the case of any infinitive in the
English language.

(d) Analysis: Pupils make word-analysis and sentence analysis,
e.g.,
(i) Analysis of words: Moonlight = Moon + light; Table

lamp = Table + lamp.
(ii) Analysis of a sentence: I know when he went.

(a) I know – Main clause (b) when he went –
Subordinate clause.

(e) Synthesis: A pupil does synthesising exercises. Example: (a)
I know the place. (b) Jack built up a house there. Their
Synthesis: I know the place where Jack built up a house.



(f) Judgement: Judgement is nothing but an evaluation of
something. When a pupil hears a story he passes the remarks
as good, interesting, alluring etc. These are the judgements
or evaluations that man makes about things.

8. Child’s Language Acquisition
Child’s language acquisition is an intellectual activity. Children

display a wonderful ability to become fluent speakers of any language
which is consistently spoken around them. Every human child soon
comes to speak one or two languages natively and effortlessly provided
that it is not isolated from the language environment. We see pupils
living on the boundaries of Maharashtra and Karnataka, speak both
Marathi and Kannad languages with the same competence and
confidence. The child’s native language-acquisition is not dependent
upon any tutoring or schooling. Children pick up a language just as well
playing with other children who happen to speak it with them. Little is
known about the primary factors responsible for the child’s language
acquisition to occur. The primary ingredient appears to be the sufficient
exposure to language use in a social context.

This capacity for acquiring language is remarkable for a number of
reasons. It indicates intelligence and uniformity throughout the human
race. Language acquisition is species uniform and species specific.

The process of acquiring language is further remarkable for the
child’s comparative speed and perfection. Language is extraordinarily
complex and it involves highly abstract organizational principles. But in
the early years of life, a human child strikingly masters that complicated
and complex system of language. It is indicative of its intelligence and
intellectuality.

In this way, we have covered nearly all the points responsible for
intellectual development. The acquisition of language, whatsoever, is
itself an aid to intellectual development. Language always teaches its
speakers logical thinking and relates itself to philosophy, psychology
and all the sciences in the world. It compels its speakers to take up
research projects to add new knowledge to existing ones. From all these,
we conclude that language aids to intellectual excellence.

  


